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ABSTRACT
This thesis will investigate how architecture can heighten the
experience of obtaining information in a sensual environment. As such, I
will explore the use of perception as a physical and mental tool to gather
and share information of one’s sensual environment. I have looked at
perception into two parts, Activity and Passivity. Activity is defined as
obtaining information of an environment through sensory experience
focusing on sight, sound and touch. Passivity is the way in which our
minds filter and render the physical environment into memorable
experiences. By reestablishing a connection to the sensory environment
we open ourselves to an opportunity to share our experiences with others.
This project will be a unique information center that explores the concept
of gathering the sensual information of a particular area and analyzing said
information to formulate characteristics of place.
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When I was traveling in Turkey, I visited a small town called Bergama,
located in the Aegean region of Turkey in the province of Izmir. When I
arrived in town during the late afternoon, I was wandering around with
no intention of going to a particular destination. As I journeyed through
the small town, I noticed garbage collecting in fences and gutters. I
looked down the main street and saw the dingy, dust-swept buildings.
As I wandered up into the hills of the city I could smell accumulation
of urine and stale hay. I strolled back down from the hills and I saw the
Red Basilica sitting in front of me. I walked to the entrance, paid my two
lira, and went into the nave of the ruins. As the sun began to sink in the
sky, the light struck the red brick. I could see the color radiating off the
building. Walking towards the wall, I knew in my mind that the surface
would be warm to the touch due to the direct sun striking the surface
and the lateness of the afternoon. I sat on the ground and leaned against
the brick. I could feel wind blowing over my bare arms, giving me goose
bumps. When I closed my eyes I could hear the rustling of the overgrown
grass as the wind got stronger, blocking out any residual noise of the
nearby street. Still with my eyes closed, I could faintly smell burning hay in
the distance. I didn’t care about the importance of my experience in this
city until I had a chance to collect and record my thoughts that night in my
journal. The words I wrote brought back images, smells, and thoughts that
I would have otherwise forgotten. Even now when I read my journal from
my travels or even this short story I am reminded of that experience.
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Sensual perception is not an act in which we choose to participate. We
connect with our experiential world through touch, sight, and sound. This
is how we know we are alive. Many theorists and phenomenologist have
centered their studies on perceptual experiences, our ability to define our
world through the use of our senses and the subsequent rationalization
that takes place in our minds. Our world exists in the way we sense, think
and act; but it also exists in the way we connect and interact. Our contact
with the environment is direct and is thus how we gain knowledge of the
world. We combine the judgment of our minds and thoughts with the
direct interaction of our bodies to build meaning within our world.
The word perception comes from the Latin word perceptionem, meaning
receiving or collecting; the action of taking possession of with the senses.
The senses are a vehicle through which we physically gain information
from our environment. We can perceive the volume of sound, the
roughness of stone, or the sharpness of light through our sensory organs.
Information that we obtain ultimately tells us a story of the world we live
in. The collective world is made of many sensual experiences and the
nature of perception is made meaningful by our understanding of it. As
Steven Holl writes, “a city is never seen in its totality, but as an aggregate
of experiences, animated by use, by overlapping perspectives, changing,
light, sounds and smells…. Questions of meaning and understanding lie
between the generating ideas, forms and the nature and quality of
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perception” (Holl 130). Holl is writing about the sensual environment
of a city as being a comprehensive experience in which meaning and
understanding are rooted in how we generate ideas and conclusions
through perception of the surrounding environment. The experience of our
world is a constant understanding of information that our bodies’ perceive
and our minds’ rationalize.
The exchange of information between our bodies and minds is made up of
moments of Activity and Passivity.1 Activity is defined as the way our bodies
physically experience space.2 It is how our bodies apprehend information
about the surrounding conditions and connect with the experiential
environment. Our minds begin to filter information and we begin to create
memories of our experiences.3 For us to render a memorable experience we
1 Concept of Activity and Passivity was derived from my research of the various points-of-view of perception. Merleau-Ponty describes how our bodies are connected to the sensual environment through sensual experience and does not explain the role of the mind in perceptive experience. Descartes discusses
the role of the mind being of extreme importance and the senses being secondary. John Locke argues
that if there is no mind there is no perception. I feel that raising the importance of the senses and lowering the importance of the mind so that the two are interconnected in an experience, creates my idea of
perceptive Activity and Passivity. Both of these aspects of perception are needed to render a memorable
event or experience.
2 Physical experience of space is how our bodies use the senses to understand the environment. We
look, touch, taste, smell and hear everything around us, these actions are physical. When we notice or understand physical sensations we are, in a sense, understanding our connection to the experiential world.
3 This filtering of information can happen instantaneously or within hours, days, weeks, moths, and even
years later after an event has occurred. Filtering experience creates lasting memories and allows for
meaning to resonate in our experience. As we filter information, we create meaning to our lives.
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need both the activeness of our bodies and the passiveness of our minds.
Activity is a physical interaction with an environment. When one touches
stone and feels the rough texture or steps into a dark room and notices
nothing but a sliver of light, the body is experiencing and perceiving
through sensory organs. Through Activity we obtain information about
our sensory environment. Our bodies have perceptive organs, such as
eyes and skin, which allow sensory information to be gathered. Think
of our bodies as a tool for collecting information. We use each one
of our sense organs to physically take hold of the information within
our environment. How do we use the information we obtain to create
a memorable experience? We often translate the information into a
language or medium that we can relate to. Merleau-Ponty talks about
our bodies being synonymous with the environment. In his book
Phenomenology of Perception, Merleau-Ponty writes, “every external
perception is immediately synonymous with a certain perception of my
body just as every perception of my body is made explicit in the language
of external perception” (Merleau-Ponty 206). This quote suggests that our
perceptions are individual in the way our bodies perceive, but we perceive
a world that is external, a world that is perceived by everyone. There is
one perceptive world that is in turn interpreted differently by everyone
thus creating personal perceptive worlds. The way we connect with one
another, the way we communicate is to express information of our world.
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For example, an artist sees the world around him and expresses it through a
creation of art. The artist is creating a representation of his world for others
to experience. When we look at art we perceive the world someone else’s
experiences; we are connected to the artist through what he has expressed.
Throughout his work, Merleau-Ponty writes that “to be a body, is to be tied
to a certain world, as we have seen; our body is not primarily in space: it is of
it” (Merleau-Ponty 148). We are of the world we create. Through our bodies’
sensory organs, we are always collecting bits of information that we use to
navigate and understand our world. By understanding the world around
us we can express our knowledge to others. Coleman Coker, a professor of
architecture at Tulane University in New Orleans, is focused on how humans
connect and interact with the world in which they live. In the essay titled
“The Dimensional Body,” Coker writes, “[it is] always the physical human
body that acts as the conduit to bring us back, to ground us” (Coker 35). By
participating in and understanding our world, we connect and, in a sense
become, tied, or grounded to the world which we perceive.
Activity is not all that makes an experience memorable or meaningful; we
also need thinking and thoughtfulness which leads to the other element
of perception Passivity. Passivity is when our minds filter our perceptions
into meaningful information. Coker expresses the connections between
the physical and the intellectual by saying, “[our] physical presence here is
not all that makes us perceptive beings. For it is through our thinking and
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thoughtfulness that we perceive, measure and reshape our world” (Coker
30). When we rationalize an experience in our mind, passivity occurs. As
we reflect on an experience, we are trimming down information into an
understandable language. Just as the artist creates art, some people write
in journals and some tell stories. Some people reflect on experiences in
more subtle ways, like telling a loved one about their day or even just
sitting for a moment to think. Passivity allows for our mind to congeal the
sensations that our bodies experience. We need to filter our experiences
in order to render them into a relevant and meaningful knowledge. While
some experiences may render instantaneously, others may take hours,
days, weeks, months, and even years. The events that are remembered
within our lives allow us to shape the world around us.1 Randy Taylor,
a blind student at the University of Kansas, writes about experiencing
various types of architecture from churches to museums. He expresses
that “we do not perceive like a camera, arbitrarily recording everything that
passes in front of us, our minds are filtering and interpreting and deciding
what is relevant” (Taylor 8). In this state of filtering and interpreting we
tend to focus on an experience itself. Seventeenth century philosopher
Rene Descartes was considered to be the “father of modern philosophy”.
1 The relevancy of experience is not just to create memories or meaning within our own lives, it is to
shape our world. Our experiences create who we are as individuals and we shape our world based on
knowledge and experience of that world. Our understanding of experience allows us to shape and
reshape our world.
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In 1641 he published Discourse on Method and Mediations in which he
discusses his ideas and concepts of truth in philosophies of the mind, body
and science. In Mediation I, Descartes discusses his ideas concerning doubt
of truth in perception of objects within the environment. Decartes sets up
his argument by expressing “everything which I have thus far accepted as
entirely true and assured has been acquired from the senses or by means of
the senses” (Descartes 76). Later on in Mediation II, Descartes questions the
role of the senses in experience when he describes his perceptions of wax.
Descartes speculates that the senses can cause doubt and the judgment of
the mind should be trusted instead. In Meditation II he writes:
“But what is here important to notice is that perception, or
the action by which we perceive, is not a vision, a touch,
or an imagination, and has never been that, even though
it formerly appeared so; but is solely an inspection by
the mind, which can be imperfect and confused as it was
formerly, or clear and distinct as it is at present, as I attend
more or less to the things which are in it and of which it is
composed” (Desecrates 88).
In this quote Descartes suggests that perceptions are not based on the
physical act of seeing, touching or imagining, rather, it is based on how
our mind composes gathered sensual information. Descartes further
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investigates the combination of physical sensations and rationalizations
when he writes, “I comprehend, solely by the faculty of judgment which
resides in my mind, which I believed I saw with my eyes” (Descartes 89).
In his essay entitled “The Dimensional Body,” Coleman Coker combines the
activity of our bodies and the judgments of our minds into a conclusive
statement expressing that experience cannot be devoid of either physical
or intellectual activity.
“Experience, as it actually occurs, [can not] be isolated and
given separate meaning outside the context in which [it is]
experienced. It’s only afterward, that we abstract, isolate
and rationalize experience – through thinking” (Coker 33).
Meaningful experiences are created by first having an experience and
then abstracting and isolating what is relevant to create meaning. Activity
and Passivity are words used to describe the process of perception. As
stated before, perception is something we can’t choose to participate in;
we always perceive. What we can choose is what experiences are going
to shape our lives and our world. Every experience cannot be meaningful,
but the ones that are make our lives memorable make us who we are.
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The senses allow us to have an experiential connection to our environment.
We see, hear, taste, smell, and touch information of our surroundings. It is
our senses that allow us to live our lives.

S i g h t

“The hands want to see, the eyes want to touch”
– Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.
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Our eyes are the most dominate sensory organ and the most immediate
in providing us with information. We can look at a rock and know that
it is rough or we can see a fire truck and know that it can be loud. Visual
perception is what first attracts us to objects and spaces. Hall states,
“[our] eyes may be as much as a thousand times as effective as the ears in
sweeping up information” (Hall 42). This immediate gratification of visual
perception has been abused by the designers of our built environment.
Pallasmaa describes western culture as becoming flat and plastic when
he writes, “In our culture of pictures, the gaze itself flattens into a picture
and loses its plasticity. Instead of experiencing our being in the world, we
behold it from outside as spectators of images projected on the surface
of the retina” (Pallasmaa 30). In other words, our world has become sterile
and based on our ability to create a visual image, not an experience.
Architecture today has become a smorgasbord of eye candy. Our built
environment has been overwhelmed by attractive visual images. The
other senses have been slowly deleted out of the built environment.
Randy Taylor suggests that architecture has become for the sighted, not
the blind and these sighted experiences denies everyone the full range of
human experience.1 Our society today has become disconnected from
the experienced environment. We have lost our ability to connect with
the world around us in a more interactive and connective way. We have
become attracted to how great a building or piece of art looks rather
1 The quote is “this privileging of sight harms more than just the sightless; it denies the full range of
human experience for everyone.
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than how it is experienced. We are missing critical information about a
place when we judge solely on visual quality. We need to experience our
architecture in a complete way that entices us to use all of our senses. The
excerpt below is an example of how one’s experience in connecting to their
surroundings , maybe not the traditional way, but nevertheless:

“I was told about someone’s first trip to the Salk Institute: as
the person was touching the smoothness of the concrete in
the new addition he leaned close to look at it. Other visitors
thought that he tasted the concrete. The person related
later that by touching the concrete he could almost taste the
smoothness.” (Taylor 5).

Visually stimulating environments can entice us to engage the use of our
other senses. The man in the story above did not actually lick the building,
but he did move so close to the building as to appear to lick the silky
material. The smooth concrete did entice this man to find a much more
intimate way of experiencing a material surface. I have often wandered
through cities and have found myself touching the old brick of a building
or running my hands along an old fence with the smooth texture of worn
wood. Randy Taylor states that we never use just one of our senses when
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we function in the real world, we use them all (Taylor 31). All of our senses
overlap within a total experience. One sense can call on another in an
exploration of an environment.

T o u c h

“I lean on the counter and sweat pools under my forearms onto the worn
wood that has that rich smooth texture that wood only gets after years of
touching and rubbing”
- Randy Taylor

8
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Touch allows us to interact with our environment on a more intimate level.
The range of our environment becomes smaller, and when we become
face to face with our haptic environment we are more inclined to interact
and connect with our surroundings. The haptic environment is what we
feel. It can be smooth, clean, rough, grimy, soft, and hard; they can be
repulsive, engaging, attractive or distracting. I am often drawn to caress
the smooth silky texture of concrete or the rough edge of cut stone, but I
won’t touch the grimy texture of an alley wall or the sharp edge of metal.
Some things are just more attractive to touch than others. This action of
touch allows a deeper connection to the environment in which one lives.
9

10

What draws people to want to touch their environment? Is it the desire
to touch something a thousand hands have touched before; the need
to connect to something that is old and has a history? Or is it just our
curious nature to want to know what something feels like? Walking
through museums I often notice the noses of bronze statues worn away.
Ware patterns on objects often allude to what people are attracted to. An
example of this attraction is the knife-edge corner of the east wing of the
National Gallery of Art; one notices the dark stain at about hand height.
This stain is due to the millions of visitors curious to feel how sharp the
corner is, or the smooth texture of the stone.
Our intimate connection to our world is mostly felt or understood by our
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skin. We touch things in order to make them real to us. If we can grasp an
object we are more likely to create a memory of the experience. Pallasmaa
tells a story of one of his childhood experiences:
“I can vividly recall walls against the angle of the sun, walls
which multiplied the heat of radiation and melted the snow,
allowing the first smell of pregnant soil to announce the
approach of summer” (Pallasmaa 58).
In Pallasmaa’s account of the turn of winter to summer, he recalls the
temperature of the air, the smell of the ground and he recognized the
changing season. This memory is now vivid in his mind. Later on in his
childhood accounts, Pallasmaa also talks about his favorite feeling of
standing on a glacial rock in the sun and having an immense connection to
the earth:
“Standing barefoot on a smooth glacial rock by the sea at
sunset, and sensing the warmth of the sun-heated stone
through one’s soles, is an extraordinary healing experience,
making one part of the eternal cycle of nature. One senses
the slow breathing of the earth” (Pallasmaa 58).
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Memories of events often carry with them feelings, both physical and
mental. Each experience we remember builds upon the next and together
creates our memorable lives.

S o u n d

“Quieting the mind deep in the forest water drips down.”
–Hosha
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The ears, like the eyes, are quick at obtaining sensory cues about
our environment. Sounds can evoke various feelings like fear, anger,
annoyance or a sense of calm. Sound is a physical cue that tells us an
action is occurring. When we hear a distinct sound, we turn our to heads
look for where it came from. Sound is a powerful instrument that we
use to express our emotions. Aristotle suggested that humans have the
capacity to greatly enjoy their surroundings (Aristotle 26). When sitting
next to a fountain in a city park I often find myself relaxed and enjoying
the ambient sound of conversation paired with the white noise of the
fountain. When I walk down a busy street I feel the need to walk faster.
Our ability to perceive sound allows us to understand that space in a way
that is unique. A noisy street is annoying to me but to someone else it may
be soothing. However we experience the environment, it is personal; but
the ability to experience is collective. To recognize our collective ability to
enjoy or dislike our experiences is what connects us together. According
to Aristotle this ability to enjoy our environment is what separates us from
other animals.
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“Voluptuous sensations annexed to taste, touch, and smell
are shared with all animals. The enjoyments provided
by these special senses find their initiation, growth, and
culmination in the body. The vices that originate in these
pleasurable sensations make man resemble the animals,
since animals give themselves freely to the same excesses.
It is otherwise with vision and hearing, whose enjoyments
comes to full fruition in man only, and is linked to the human
mind’s capacity to enjoy” (Aristotle 26).
Sound invites us to explore our surroundings. It can allow us to enjoy, be
curious, inquisitive and, most importantly, sound can invite us to engage the
use of our other senses to gather information of our environment.
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The specific qualities that I looked for in the precedence studies are their
ability to engage the user in an environment. The various sites in these
precedents were chosen because of their relationship to the particular site
involved in this thesis. The Crown Fountain was in a location that attracted
various types of people. The Chinese Gardens are in a location that allows
for an uninterrupted experience. The Listening Post was chosen for its
ability to engage the viewer in a space that is always providing some type
of information.
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Crown Fountain is an example of public interactive space. I chose Crown
Fountain as a precedence study because of its ability to engage users in
an interactive activity. This engagement creates a connection with the
sensual environment. The fountain’s success is primarily due to its multisensory experience, stimulating the haptic, auditory and visual senses.
These senses are each activated in turn by the fountain’s choreographed
waterfall and accompanying video imagery. The fountain is a 232’ by 48’
1/4” pool that contains two 50’ towers. The towers project images of faces
of Chicago citizens. In the summers the LED lights in the glass blocks
project a five minute video feed with the image of a face that blinks, smiles,
and purses its lips to squirt water out of the mouth. The water lands in the
shallow pool where people are free to walk. In the winter, when it is too
cold for a fountain, the large glass towers still project imagery and the area
is still an attraction to photographers and casual meeting place.
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The designer, Jaume Plensa describes the thinking behind the fountains:
“Fountains are often frustrating, with rims that keep the water contained
while keeping people out. The architect Charles Moore once said that if
water was to move us, we had to be able to get as close to the magical
substance as possible.”
The fountain is an instant attraction to all types of people. One person
describes his experiences:
“As I sat there enjoying the sensation of my feet drying in the warm
summer air, I watched my dark wet footprints slowly fade back into the
gray granite surrounding the pool. There is a magical quality in such
suspended moments of time. This contrasts with the more dramatic
involvement with time that occurs as people try to anticipate when the
water will again gush out the mouth of the immense face.”
-Joy Monice Malnar
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I chose Paley Park for its ability to change the properties of a sensual
experience. Paley Park is designed to be an oasis in the middle of a city.
The park’s ability to mask the noise of the street while keeping a visual
connection to the busy city allows for engagement between users and
their environment in a different way. Paley Park was conceived to be
a place where the overpowering senses of the city are masked by the
experiential quality of the parks calming sequence of space. The park is
located directly on East 53rd street just east of Fifth Avenue. The park’s
location is positioned so that people are attracted to look and enter. The
space steps up into a plaza that subconsciously separates the user from the
street-scape. The main space contains movable chairs that allow for users
to feel a sense of freedom and creativity. The large waterfall at the back of
the park creates a white noise that masks the sound of the traffic from the
nearby street. The trees shade the sun in the summer time and texturize
the space in the winter time to create a comfortable place to relax. The
small urban park is a space that both serves as a popular meeting ground
and a place for relaxation and calm.
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“Paley Park is a place I go in my head when I need to escape...since I live
in Ohio. It was the most amazing surprise presented before me. I will
visit it every time I return to NYC! It’s a tremendous space that has left
a huge impact on me, emotionally and intellectually with regard to the
importance, value and purpose of our living spaces.”
-Katharyne Marcus
“The park was nicely crowded, and somehow each conversation was
isolated from the next. My favorite activity was to sit and face the street,
watching people as they slowed down to gape inside, stop, double-take,
keep walking, as if all of us inside the park were playing hookey, and the
passerby was tempted to join us, but then thought better of it. I think the
thought made both of our days better.”
- Andy Wiley-Schwartz
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The Chinese Gardens are set in the urban environment of Portland,
Oregon. Many people describe the gardens as a place to “get away from
it all.” The gardens consume a city block of 40,000 square feet and include
various rooms and niches to experience. Many people describe the spaces
as calming and relaxing. When I visited the gardens I couldn’t help but feel
a connection to the space. Upon entering, the caretakers asked if I would
remove my shoes. I will never forget the feeling of the cold stone paving
as I stepped into the entry hall. As I walked through the gardens I could
feel the small river rock massaging the soles of my feet. Eventually, the
rock was circulating the blood through my feet and created the sensation
of warmth. As I entered the open space where the lake is located I could
hear the sounds of the water echoing off the garden walls, masking the
sounds of the city. I chose these gardens as a precedence study because
they show an environment that is separated from the city while defining
what a connection to an architectural space can be. The gardens engage
the users in various sensual ways and one cannot help but notice the
connection to the created environment.
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“This is the place to go to find yourself and learn to appreciate innocent
and simple beauty. The garden is simple yet regal at the same time.”
– Seeber
“The most beautiful garden in the city, the perfect place to unwind, relax,
and while away a little time surrounded by lush plants, trees and flowers,
amazingly decorated buildings, gentle waterways.”
- Chynahgrl
“The Chinese Garden is my backyard. I live in a condo close in Portland and
have no garden. I walk to the garden, read a book, drink tea and just sit
when I want green relaxing space. This is a new piece of Portland and one
of the many places that make Portland the place to live.”
- Sandy Gooch
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The concept for St. Ignatius Chapel was based on “seven bottles of light
in a stone box.” As the sun moves in and out of the clouds, rises and sets,
the light changes in intensity and saturation, creating pools of colored and
clear light. The heavy feeling of the plastered walls is contrasted with the
radiating colored light creating a duality of material and immaterial space.
When I walked through the front door I was presented with a soft white
light diffused by a frosted glass wall where I could see figures moving
about the main space. The wall contained jars of oil that caught the sun
and sparked, creating a pattern on the heavily textured wall. As I moved
into the main space I was drawn towards the Alter where yellows and reds
washed over the walls. The intensity was changing with every moment of
passing time. I chose St. Ignatius Chapel because it presents individuals
with a space that responds to the changing exterior environment. The
Chapel also has the ability to draw curious individuals to explore the space
in search of the source of the changing light. Steve Holl has said that
he frequently visits the church so he can experience every aspect of the
quality of light.
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“All objects for active contemplation in this space filled with, paradoxically
enough, both serenity and movement. Filtered, colored natural light,
asymmetrical geometric forms, ceilings and walls that billow, jut out,
overhang, recede, and mutually interact in unexpected ways.”
– Danny C.
“I am one of those Catholics basically in name only, but after years away
from the church this little space brought me back...at least to come and
meditate in a beautiful space. This chapel is amazing both inside and out.
The reflection pool outside is a great place to sit and relax, especially on
gorgeous summer days. Inside is an open space with alcoves and separate
rooms that still create a free-flowing experience.”
– Sheila Y.
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I came by this project when researching precedents for interactive
architecture. The Listening Post is an installation by Ben Rubin that
connects viewers with an experiential world outside of their own with a
world that is displayed through someone else’s voice. It is a collaborative
visual and sonic artwork that harnesses the energy of virtual conversation
and converts fragments into an evocative experience. I chose the
Listening Post as a precedence study because it displays user information
for others, in this case, hearing and seeing. “[The] chat turns out to be data
that has stories to tell. It had some unexpected emotional qualities that
felt universal and human. Taken together the messages carry with them
the sense of the need to connect with people (Bullivant).” The need to
connect with others and with the sensual environment is a critical aspect
of my project and my thesis.
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“Life is not measured by the breaths we take, but by the moments that take
our breath.”
-Anonymous
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This place
Walking through this place of putrid filth, a foul smell enters my nose; I
open my eyes and see the most vibrant shade of green that renews my
determination to explore
27

This place
The hot sticky humidity clings to me like dead weight but I am refreshed
by the breeze blowing around
This place
28

The stifling population of the street is overpowering but the seductive
noise I grasp and take with me when I depart
This place

~by Amy Lindgren
29
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New Orleans is called the “City that Care Forgot.” It is a city where anything
goes. The people of New Orleans live their lives with the kind of intensity
found nowhere else. Jean Baptiste Le Moyne, Sieur de Bienville established
the city of New Orleans in 1718. The French Quarter was laid out and built in
1721 behind the levees of the Mississippi. Shortly after establishment, the
city of New Orleans became home to thousands of criminals and prostitutes
deported from France. As the city began to grow, immigrants from Germany,
Spain, Africa and the Middle East along with Native Americans, began to
populate the districts of the city. This combination of cultures created the
fabric that is present day New Orleans. I have chosen New Orleans as the
location of my project because it is a sensual playground created by its own
inhabitants.
“New Orleanians, poor, rich, and in-between, white and black and inbetween, take their cooking and eating seriously, just as they take their
music seriously, and their dancing, and their masks and costumes, and
their celebratory rituals, because it is not mere entertainment to them, it
is all part of a ritual in which the finiteness, the specificity and fragility and
durability and richness and earthiness and sadness and laughter of life, are
all mixed together, honored and given tangible form in sound movement
and communal, cuisine” (Piazza 35).
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“Sooner or later, New Orleans will test any love you bring
to it. At first, for many, it is a spangled, dancing place, the
City that Care Forgot, arm in arm down midnight streets,
toasting life, Spanish moss and delicious food, gorgeous
architecture, sensuality and more sensuality, a willingness
to go where the day leads you” (Piazza 75).
“New Orleans is a city of elegance, beauty, refinement,
and grace. It is also a city of violence, poor education, and
extreme poverty of a type that you can’t imagine if you
haven’t actually seen it” (Piazza 76).
New Orleans is a sensual playground full of things to experience, reaching
out to you beckoning you to partake in all of its pleasures; but you have to
reach back to it, make an effort to get its message and become part of the
experience; the city demands an investment on your part. New Orleans is
described as such in the quotes above because of accounts of experience
of locals, visitors and tourists, family, friends and anyone else who is part of
New Orleans.
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When I first visited New Orleans in 2004, I was enthralled by it. I came to a
place where my experiences would be unlike anything else in the world.
I ate, drank, explored and fell in love with the city. Upon returning in the
fall of 2007, I was looking forward to seeing all the places I remembered so
vividly from my past visit. When I arrived I put away my map and started
walking. French Quarter was as I remembered it, packed full of various
types of people doing everything from drinking to buying high priced
art to listening to a corner street band. The districts of New Orleans are
as diverse as the countries of the world. The city has an overwhelming
amount of layers of texture, smells, sounds, tastes, emotions, memories
and history. The Upper and Lower Garden Districts are serenely quiet
with there large silent houses and strong iron gates. The Central Business
District is cold and distant with a sense of visual separation to the rest of
the city. The Frenchman District is well worn and displays a sense of use
on the buildings and streets. The French Quarter is bustling with various
amounts of pocketed activity; it is the area where everyone and everything
comes together. Everyday throughout my visit I would sit and watch
tourists stream in by the thousands to tour the city and learn about its
mysteries and turn around and enter one of many bars to grab a drink and
chat with a friendly bartender. I listened locals tell me stories about their
homes. I would watch painters recount their world and listen to music
on the street corners. Towards the end of my stay in New Orleans I was
piecing the layers of the city together into my own memorable experience.
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I stood on the river walk. To my right is the Mississippi; to my left is
Jackson Square. I walked over to the river side and looked down and saw
a set of wooden bleachers leading down to the water. I walked down
the stirs hearing the dull thud of my heavy shoes on the raised wooden
stairs. I touched the wooden seats and felt the warmth of the sun and
the worn surface. I ran my hands along the rusted iron handrail noticing
its rough rusted texture. I sat at the lower-most bench and listened to a
conversation about a couple’s plans for the Halloween holiday; they were
going to watch the parade on Decanter Street. Above the conversation I
could hear a muffled musician playing the saxophone with a melancholy
tone that reminded me I was in a deserted place apart from the talking
couple and a man who was passed out a few stairs above mine. I heard
the soft breeze of the wind with an occasional interruption by the horn of
tugboat pushing a cargo. As I got up I heard the wood creaking against
the rusted bolts as stepped up each stair. Reaching the top of the dike
my shoes made a hard thump as I stepped onto the stone walkway.
Continuing on, I waked across the dike and down another set of stairs
where I found the location of the lone saxophonist who was dressed rather
elaborately for such a deserted location. The next set of stairs was stone,
and my shoes made a soft tap that was lost to my ears but stood solid to
the soles of my feet. I continued on walking towards St. Louis Cathedral,
stopping only for a brief moment to wait for the cable car to pass. The
cable car made a hurried hissing sound that shook the wooden walkway
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slightly. The wood of the walkway was worn with, what I imagine being
the use of millions of feet and passes of the cable car, the weathering
I can imagine was made by the years of ran, wind; the only purpose of
the walkway was to cover the tracks. After crossing the cable car tracks
I found myself looking at a large rather uninspiring blank retaining wall.
The wall had just been painted to cover the graffiti art. There were urine
stains along the bottom of the wall and garbage that had collected at
the foot of the stairs. I found myself standing in an island of green grass
and trees. This small attempt to create an entrance up to Artillery Park
felt to be out of place. To my left and to my right was a rather long and
large parking lot full of cars and devoid of people. I walked up the stairs
towards into the park noticing that underneath the park was a road
that connected both sides of the parking lot. The raised park had a few
visitors who were taking pictures of the cathedral, but did not take in the
view of the river. I did not stop to explore the park. I walked down into
the amphitheater that faced Decatur Street. The noise of the street was
amplified and the amphitheater was currently unoccupied. I stopped
here to listen to a jazz musician that was playing across the street for a
small crowd; I bought a CD from him later. The steps of the amphitheater
were dingy and I was reluctant to sit, but I did anyway. The sun was
warm on my back and I could smell the beignets being served and Café
Du Monde just off to my left. I soon got up and walked toward Jackson
Square and entered. I was surprised that it was not more populated. I
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now know that this is because of the gates that now surround the park. I
took a seat on a grassy patch and began to do a watercolor of St. Louis
Cathedral. When I finished I walked through the park and exited by the
church, still not seeing anyone enjoying the park. I sat in one of the many
occupied benches outside of the park and watched the various types of
people milling about. Tired of people watching I went into the church and
listened to the choir singing a gospel. As soon as I stepped into the front
room of the church I encountered the sound of my footsteps on the hard
stone and the sound from the square outside disappeared.
S i t e

S e l e c t i o n

The site I have chosen is located in the lower French Quarter
district. This site area encompasses a strip of land that includes
the Moon Walk, Artillery Park and crosses Decanter Street over into
and through Jackson Square to the church. This area interests me
because it is in a location central to various activities, events, and
gatherings. The location brings together locals, tourists and visitors
into one area.
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The current state of finding information of the city of New Orleans does
not reflect the sensual context that has been created throughout the city’s
history. New Orleans needs an information center that provides users with
a place that not only highlights and extracts one’s sensory experience of
the city but also provides a place where important information can be
expressed, shared and gathered.

T h e s i s

Can architecture heighten sensual experience through a series of active
and passive spatial conditions that promote the interaction and reflection
of experience?
This thesis will investigate how architecture can heighten the experience
of obtaining information in a sensual environment. As such, I will explore
the use of perception as a physical and mental tool to gather and share
information of one’s sensual environment.
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The project explores the importance of experience through two parts
of sensual perception, Activity of the body and Passivity of the mind.
The goal of the project is to create a facility that not only provides total
information about the city of New Orleans but also strives to create
spatial conditions that use sensual perception as a medium to create a
memorable experience.
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The city’s development is based on moments of interaction; gathering
areas located throughout the heart of the city have driven the
development of architectural space. By looking at the construction and
conclusion of psychological and physical experiments, architectural
theories can be developed that will promote human connection and
interaction with built environment. The project is designed based on
these concepts of interaction in the development of the city and the
architectural project itself.
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The architecture will provide spatial conditions where individuals’ senses
are heighted through organization of active and passive spaces in which
information about the area is provided. The project produced will provide
users with spaces that not only promote memorable experiences but
also provides past, present and future information about the city of New
Orleans.
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Open Gallery \ Display
Space

Used for events, traveling
and permanent displays

5,000 ft 2

Small Cafe

Used for minimal food
service

800 ft 2

Office Space

Typical usage

200 ft 2

Lobby \ Information
Space

Used for gathering and
orientation

1070 ft 2

Small Ampatheater

Used for Gathering

Seats apx. 200 people

Restrooms

300 ft 2 X 2

Total

7670 ft 2
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The estimated population was 255,000 in June of 2006. In 2000 the
estimated population was 484,675. The majority of the city’s population
ranges between the ages of 18 to 44. The medium income per household
is $27,133 per year. The census shows that a large majority of individuals
are below the poverty line. Tourism is a large part of New Orleans’ economy,
and an average of two million people visited New Orleans in 2007. The
introduction of a centralized visitor and civic center will bring jobs to the
area and also attract tourists and visitors to the location. This project will
give new meaning to an information center. The structure will attempt to
bring together the knowledge of the residents and the attraction of the
tourists and visitor.
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January: Sugar Bowl, Commemoration of the Battle of New Orleans, Mardi
Gras Season
February: Zulu’s Lundi Gras Festival, Lundi Gras, Mardi Gras Day (Fat
Tuesday)
March: French Wuarter Wine Festival, St. Patrick’s Day Parades, Irish-Italian
Parades, Tennessee Williams/New Orleans Literary Festival
April: French Quarter Easter Parade, Spring Fiesta, Jazz and Heritage
Festival
May: New Orleans Wine and Food Experience, Greek Festival
June: Essence Music Festival, Go 4th on the River
August: Sachmo Festival, White Linen Nights
September: Shrimp Festival, Alligator Festival
October: Oktober Festival, Art of Arts Sake, Swamp Festival, Voodoo Music
Festival, Wooden Boat Festival, Scarium at the Aquarium, Boo at the Zoo,
Halloween, Krewe of Boo
November: Louisiana Renaissance Festival, Bayou Classic Football Game
December: Caroling Cruises on the Steamboat Natchez, Celebration in the
Oaks, Christmas New Orleans Style, New Years Eve
These events bring millions of visitors to New Orleans each year. The
Information center will be the central location for all the action.
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New Orleans is a Sub Tropic climate with the coldest month being
January with 55 degree average. The prevailing wind direction is from the
Southwest. The hottest month is August with an average of 85 degrees with
high humidity. The average rain fall in New Orleans is 65 inches a year and
the hurricane season ranges from June to November. New Orleans Relative
Humidity averages from 87% in the mornings to 65% in the afternoons.
Latitude: 29.96, Longitude: -90.08
The presented climate data suggests that there will need to be shading
elements on the South elevation as well as on the East in the mornings and
on the West in the afternoons. The heat and humidity levels suggest that
cool spaces shall be provided in the summer months as well as some of the
summer moths.
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8.9.5. Conditional Uses for the VCP Vieux Carré Park District:
The following uses of land are authorized as conditional uses within the VCP
Vieux Carré Park District, upon approval of a conditional use permit under
the standards and procedures contained in Section 16.6 of these zoning
regulations:
1. Public buildings, including but not limited to museums, aquariums,
information and interpretive structures, etc.
2. Maritime uses, including but not limited to general cargo operations,
tour boats, cruise boats, docking for ceremonial vessels, etc. (provided that
any maritime use shall be deemed to be a permitted use without the need
for conditional use authorization whenever an unconditional right to said
maritime use is established by applicable state law).
3. Concession stands for the dispensing of food and beverages.
4. Restaurants in conjunction with public buildings.
8.9.7. Height, Area and Yard Requirements
Minimum requirements for lot area, yards and maximum height for the VCP
Vieux Carré Park District are contained in Table 8.H. These standards apply to
all permitted and accessory uses, unless a variance is granted by the Board
of Zoning Adjustments under Section 14.6, and to all conditional uses unless
modified by the City Council in conjunction with approval of a conditional use
permit under Section 16.6.
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Table 8.H
Area Requirements for the VCP Vieux Carré Park District
Requirements Standards
Maximum height from grade 50 ft.1
Minimum depth of front yard none
Minimum side or rear yard
none
Maximum Floor Area Ratio
none

Information taken
neworleans/

form:

http://municipalcodes.lexisnexis.com/codes/
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The area is mainly mixed-use shopping and retail, residential, restaurants,
and open market space. I started my site research by walking from my
hotel on the River Walk towards Jackson Square. Along the River Walk was a
mixture of users ranging from tourists snapping pictures of river boats and
talking about their adventures to vagrants sleeping under a shady tree with
their dog (vagrants always seem to have dogs). I was surprised not to see
venders along this space. When I was close enough to see the Moon Walk I
could hear a lone saxophonist (the same one who played everyday I walked
by). The area encompassing the Moon Walk, the trolley crossings, Artillery
Park and the amphitheater seem to be a mixture of single use sites with
no real connection between them all. When I reached the Amphitheater I
could smell the binettes and coffee being served at Café Du Monde (I told
myself that I would go there later for an afternoon snack). The area has lots
of shopping, housing, restaurants, bars, benches for people watching or
just resting, and lots of street-corner performers which all add a community
feeling.
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The visual quality of the French Quarter is similar to a small community in a
small European country. The blocks are small and it is easy to loose yourself
in all of the sights sounds, textures, and smells. The views are different from
every vantage point. Standing in the center of Jackson Square was a great
way to view all of the surrounding buildings. The large trees framed the
historical buildings and horse drawn carriages on Decanter Street. The
sounds of conversation carried well in the large square. I could hear people
talking about their trips to New Orleans, people talking about cleaning their
apartments after the night’s festivities. I could not see the water from the
square because it is below the water line but ever so often I could see the
steam stacks of a large boat passing by.
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The humidity is stifling in the summertime and tolerable in the fall. I am a
visitor from a dry state so I describe the weather as such, but to someone
who lives in New Orleans would describe the summers as sunny and lazy
and the winters as something to look forward to. Every day was something
to look forward to because the fall sun shone with warm coloring intensity
that made every color and texture pop. Bartenders and shopkeepers said
that this was their favorite time of year because the visitors were at a high
and the weather was perfect; but they also said they love ever day weather
it was summer or winter because they were in New Orleans.
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Most of the locations on the map above are of noises I experienced every
day. The sounds of jazz stood out the most because the vast amount of
street jazz that is played with such intensity can’t be found anywhere else in
the world (at least that I have heard). Decanter Street is a mixture of various
types of sounds. As I was sitting in the empty amphitheater collecting my
thoughts and listening to some jazz music I tried to pinpoint some other
sources of noise. I noticed the streaming conversations coming from the
constant crowd on the other side of the street. The constant crowd was
there everyday. The gathering of people at Café Du Monde was a 24 hour
operation with live music every day. Jackson square was near devoid of
noise and became a point of quite conversation between couples.
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These sections depict the imagery, building heights and the views from
each elevations change. The section is taken at a distance of approximately 1,000ft with sections through the dike, the amphitheater, Jackson
Square, an elevation height of the Upper Pontalba Building, and a section
through St. Louis Cathedral.
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Code Review 2006 IBC:
Use and Occupancy Classification:
According to the International Building Code 2006, Section 303.1, a building
used for gathering such as civic space that includes galleries, exhibition
halls, museums and community halls is classified as assembly group A-3.
The project’s support storage space falls under the classification of Storage
Group S-1. Storage Group S-1 includes buildings occupied for storage uses
that are not classified as group S-2.
Construction Types:
With an occupancy classification of A-3 and a proposed area of 3600ft2 can
be used
General Building Heights and Areas:
Group A-3S
Construction Type V
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Fire Separation:
There are no fire separation requirements between specified building types
in the list above.
Occupant Load:
Assembly Areas shall not be less than 500ft2 for 100 occupants
5ft2 net per occupant
Waiting Areas shall not be less than 750ft 2 for 50 occupants
15ft2 gross per occupant
Accessory Storage areas
300ft2 gross per occupant
Business Areas
100ft2 gross per occupant
Means of Egress:
Accessible spaces shall be provided with not less than one accessible means
of egress. Where more than one means of egress is required by Section 1015.1
or 1019.1 from any accessible space, each accessible portion of the space shall
be served y not less than two accessible means of egress.
Plumbing Systems:
Occupancy Group A-3 Public Assembly requires 1 fixture per 75 for the first
1,500 for male and 1 fixture per 40 for the first 1,500 for female.
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